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ABSTRACT

We aim to establish and improve the accuracy level of asteroseismic estimates
of mass, radius, and age of giant stars. This can be achieved by measuring independent, accurate, and precise masses, radii, effective temperatures and metallicities of
long period eclipsing binary stars with a red giant component that displays solarlike oscillations. We measured precise properties of the three eclipsing binary systems
KIC7037405, KIC9540226, and KIC9970396 and estimated their ages be 5.3 ± 0.5,
3.1 ± 0.6, and 4.8 ± 0.5 Gyr. The measurements of the giant stars were compared to
corresponding measurements of mass, radius, and age using asteroseismic scaling relations and grid modeling. We found general agreement, and no indications of systematic
differences at the precision level of the asteroseismic measurements when theoretical
correction factors are taken into account. Comparisons involving a larger sample of
eclipsing binaries studied by Gaulme et al. (2016) suggests that the apparent overestimate of mass from the asteroseismic scaling relations in that study is at least partly
due to too low precision on the dynamical measurements and systematic overestimates
of measured Teff values. However, we cannot rule out that the observed Teff scale is
slightly too high or that the model Teff scale could be too cool. We found no indication
of a need to correct νmax . An extension of the present precision study to a larger sample
of eclipsing systems spanning a range in masses, radii, Teff and metallicity is needed
to establish and improve the accuracy of asteroseismology of giant stars.
Key words: binaries: eclipsing – stars: fundamental parameters – stars: evolution –
Galaxy: stellar content – stars: individual: KIC7037405, KIC9540226, KIC9970396
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INTRODUCTION

Asteroseismology offers great prospects for new insights into
stars, planets and our Galaxy through the exploitation of
high-precision time series photometry from current and upcoming space missions. However, in order to ensure correct
interpretation of the rapidly increasing amounts of observational data it is crucial that we establish the accuracy level
of the asteroseismic methods.
The most easily extracted asteroseismic parameters are
?
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the frequency of maximum power, νmax and the large frequency spacing between modes of the same degree, ∆ν.
∆ν has been shown to scale approximately with the mean
density of a star (Ulrich 1986) while νmax scales approximately with the acoustic cut-off frequency of the atmosphere, which is related to surface gravity and effective
temperature (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995;
Belkacem et al. 2011). In equation form these relations are:
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Here, ρ, g, and Teff are the mean density, surface gravity,
and effective temperature, and we have adopted the notation
of Sharma et al. (2016) that includes the correction functions
f ∆ν and f ν max . By rearranging, expressions for the mass and
radius can be obtained:
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Although some empirical tests of these equations have
been performed (Brogaard et al. 2012; Miglio et al. 2012;
Handberg et al. 2017), a much larger effort is needed to
establish the obtainable accuracy in general. Precise and
accurate observations spanning a range in stellar parameters are needed because f ∆ν and f ν max are non-linear functions of the stellar parameters. The solar reference values,
which we adopt in this work to be ∆ν = 134.9µHz and
νmax, = 3090µHz following Handberg et al. (2017) are also
subject to uncertainties which further complicates tests of
the correction factors.
The dependence of f ∆ν on stellar temperature, metallicity, and mass was first demonstrated by White et al. (2011)
and later, in more detail and including core-helium-burning
stars, by Miglio et al. (2013), Sharma et al. (2016), Rodrigues
et al. (2017) and Serenelli et al. (in prep). Guggenberger
et al. (2017) also published predictions for f ∆ν , but not for
the core-helium-burning phase. These articles provide figures, formulae, or codes that provides f ∆ν for a given combination of stellar parameters, which can be used with the
scaling relations.
The predicted f ∆ν are obtainable, because we understand ∆ν well enough to derive the radial mode frequencies
of a stellar model and compare the model ∆ν to the mean
density. However, when dealing with real stars, this is more
complicated because in the general case we do not know the
mass in advance and because errors in both the observed Teff
and the model temperature scale can introduce systematic
errors in f ∆ν . It is worth stressing that these complications
are also present for asteroseismic grid modeling because they
are not related to the scaling relations but rather the accuracy of the observables and stellar models. Additionally, due
to the so-called surface effect, the measured ∆ν of the Sun
will be slightly different from that of a solar model (∼ 0.8%).
While this was accounted for by White et al. (2011) and Rodrigues et al. (2017) by using the ∆ν of the model Sun when
calculating f ∆ν , this was not done by Sharma et al. (2016)
and therefore the corrections of the latter will not reproduce
the parameters of the Sun. However, whether or not surface
effects are in fact similar for the Sun and giant stars remains
to be investigated.
We would like to point out that unlike the above mentioned ∆ν corrections, the one proposed by Mosser et al.
(2013) was not based on deviations from homology, but

rather on errors caused by not being in the asymptotic frequency regime as assumed in the derivation of the ∆ν scaling
relation. The neglect of this should however not be of concern as long as the models are treated in exactly the same
way as the observations when deriving f ∆ν .
Unlike ∆ν, νmax is not yet understood to a level where
it can be modeled directly although some efforts have been
made to obtain a physical understanding (Belkacem et al.
2011). Very recently, Viani et al. (2017) have suggested that
f ν max might include the stellar mean molecular weight, µ and
Γ1 so that
!
!
µ 1/2 Γ1 1/2
f ν max '
,
(5)
µ
Γ1,
but no empirical tests have yet been made.
Eclipsing binaries are the only stars for which precise,
accurate and model independent radii and masses can be
measured. Aided by modern observational techniques and
analysis methods these objects continue to allow stringent
tests of stellar evolution theory and the asteroseismic methods. This is crucial for obtaining the precise and accurate
age estimates of stars which are a requirement for the success of current and upcoming missions like Kepler (Borucki
et al. 2010), K2 , TESS (Ricker et al. 2014), and PLATO
(Rauer et al. 2014).
Brogaard et al. (2016) described how eclipsing binary
stars can be used for establishing the accuracy level of
masses and radii of giant stars measured with asteroseismic
methods. Studies of a few individual systems were carried
out by Frandsen et al. (2013) and Rawls et al. (2016), while
Gaulme et al. (2016) published measurements of a larger
sample of eclipsing systems.
In Sects. 2 – 4 of this paper we present observations
and precise measurements of masses, radii, effective temperatures and metallicities of stars in three specific eclipsing
systems, all containing an oscillating red giant star and a
main sequence (MS) or turn-off companion, and all with similar metallicity ([Fe/H]∼ −0.3). In Sect. 5 we compare these
to asteroseismic predictions using scaling relations and grid
modeling to establish the accuracy level at this metallicity.
In Sect. 6 we include eclipsing systems from other studies
in an attempt to generalize the results to other metallicities. Finally, in Sect. 7, we summarise, conclude and outline
future work crucial to establishing and improving the accuracy of asteroseismology of giant stars across all masses and
metallicities.

2
2.1

OBSERVATIONS AND OBSERVABLES
Targets

Our targets are the eclipsing binaries KIC 7037405,
KIC 9540226, and KIC 9970396. They were identified in the
Kepler eclipsing binary catalog (Prša et al. 2011). From targets showing solar-like oscillations and a total eclipse several
days long we selected those that were most likely to be SB2
binaries. During follow-up observations these targets were
also observed and measured as part of a larger sample by
Gaulme et al. (2016), although at lower spectral resolution
and precision. Fig. 1 shows the location of the components
of each system in a Herzsprung-Russel diagram along with
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 1. HR diagram showing the locations of the components of the eclipsing binaries KIC 7037405, KIC 9540226, and
KIC 9970396 and representative isochrones.

representative isochrones based on the analysis presented in
this paper (see Sect. 4).

2.2

Photometry

We used light curves from the Kepler mission processed as
described in Handberg & Lund (2014). However, we only
kept the long timescale and quarter-to-quarter adjustments.
Finally, before the eclipse analysis we calculated the RMS of
the light curve outside eclipses to be used as the photometric uncertainty and then removed most of the out-of-eclipse
observations.

2.3

Spectroscopy

For spectroscopic follow-up observations we used the FIES
spectrograph at the Nordic Optical Telescope and (for
KIC9540226) also the HERMES spectrograph at the Mercator telescope, both located at the Observatorio del Roque
de los Muchachos on La Palma. The FIES spectra were obtained using the HIGHRES setting which provides a resolution of R ∼ 67000 while the HERMES spectra have a
resolution of R ∼ 85000. Table 1 gives the first and last observing date, and number of observations. Integration time
with both instruments was 1800 seconds, with a few exceptions, e.g. interruption due to bad weather. Tables including
all the specific barycentric julian dates, calculated using the
software by Eastman et al. (2010), are given in the appendix.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Radial velocity measurements

For measuring radial velocities (RVs) of the binary components at each epoch, and to separate their spectra, we
used a spectral separation code based on the description of
González & Levato (2006) combined with the broadening
function formalism by Rucinski (1999, 2002).
This method works best when the observations sample
a range in radial velocity as smoothly a possible. Four wavelength ranges were treated separately (λ = 4500–5000, 5000–
5500, 5500–5880, and 6000–6500 Å). The gap between the
two last wavelength ranges was introduced to avoid the region of the interstellar Na lines which causes problems for the
spectral separation. For each epoch the final radial velocity
was taken as the mean of the results from each wavelength
range and the RMS scatter across wavelength was taken as
a first estimate of the uncertainty. Later, when we fitted the
binary solutions, we found that the first estimate RV uncertainties of the primary components were smaller than the
RMS of the O-C of the best fit. This is not unexpected since
our uncertainty estimate does not take into account uncertainty due to wavelength calibration errors and systematic
uncertainty components such as scattered sunlight, artefacts
in the spectra (e.g. due to cosmic rays and instrument imperfections) and imperfect subtraction of the secondary component spectral features. Therefore, a RV zero-point uncertainty of 140 ms−1 for KIC7037405 and KIC9970396, and 80
ms−1 for KIC9540226, was added in quadrature to the RV
uncertainties in order for the analysis to yield a reduced χ2
close to 1 for the RV of both components of each system.

2.3.2

Spectral analysis

The separated spectra of the giant components resulting
from the above procedure were adjusted according to the
light ratio of the eclipsing binary analysis (cf. Sect. 3) to
recover the true depths of the spectral lines.
The stellar parameters were first derived using only the
stellar spectra employing IRAF and MOOG spectrum analysis code (Sneden 1973, version 2014) together with Kurucztype Atlas 9 models with solar-scaled opacity distribution
functions (Castelli & Kurucz 2003, without convective overshooting). However, as these stars are fairly metal rich, the
Fe lines are quite strong. This led to spuriously high microtubulence velocities when requiring that all lines yield
the same abundance regardless of strength and low gravities and in turn also low temperatures when enforcing ionisation and excitation equilibrium, respectively. Lines with
too large equivalent widths tend to saturate and higher microturbulence velocities are needed to desaturate the lines.
Therefore, the much more precise surface gravities derived
from the eclipsing binary analysis (cf. Sect. 3) were adopted
and kept fixed. The microturbulence was calculated using
the Gaia-ESO empirical formula, the so-called GES relation
by M. Bergemann, which yields realistic velocity values (see
Table 2). The calculated microturbulence velocity agrees for
most of the stars with the spectroscopically derived value
to within 0.1 km s−1 . In the spectral regions 4500 – 5880 Å
and 6000 – 6500 Å we considered 106 FeI and 30 FeII lines
using the line list employed in Hansen et al. (2012). However, many of the bluest lines are heavily blended reducing
the number of lines useful for abundance analysis to around
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Table 1. Spectroscopic observation summary
Target

First obs

Last obs

Number of obs

KIC 7037405

05 − 04 − 2014

16 − 09 − 2016

23

FIES

KIC 9540226
KIC 9540226

02 − 06 − 2011
22 − 07 − 2011

09 − 10 − 2011
14 − 08 − 2013

10
32

FIES
HERMES

KIC 9970396

29 − 04 − 2013

05 − 08 − 2016

22

FIES

80 Fe I lines and 20 Fe II lines. Lines with too large full
width half maximum (FWHM) compared to the instrumental profile or equivalent widths larger than 250mÅ were also
rejected from the analysis, reducing the number of lines further. The number of lines used to derive temperature and
metallicity are listed in Table 2. The temperature was determined requiring excitation equilibrium, forcing all lines
regardless of excitation potential to yield the same abundance. The temperature and metallicity were iterated and
adjusted until equilibrium occurred (< ±0.016 corresponding
to a temperature uncertainty of 100 K).
Listed in Table 2 are the effective temperatures and
their uncertainties estimated from the fitted slopes folded
with the number of Fe lines. For the metallicities the standard deviation on the mean is given. From Table 2 FeI and
FeII are seen to provide ionisation equilibrium within 1σ
only for KIC9540226A, while being at the limit of the 1σ
level for KIC7037405A, and close to 3σ for KIC9970396A.
An independent analysis using another line list, MARCS atmosphere models and astrophysical oscillator strengths calibrated on the Sun reproduced our results well within errors,
including the ionisation non-equilibrium. Similar issues have
been reported by e.g. Morel et al. (2014) and Rawls et al.
(2016) for optical spectra and by Pinsonneault et al. (2014)
and Holtzman et al. (2015) for APOGEE H-band spectra.
We adopt values for [Fe/H] based on FeII to reduce the departure from local thermodynamic equilibrium. In Sect. 4
we find some support for this choice.
As a final test of the quality of the derived stellar parameters, lines in the regions 5700-5800 Åand 6100-6200 Åwere
fitted with synthetic spectra adopting a model with the best
set of parameters. The synthetic spectra fit all Fe lines in
these regions to within ±0.1 dex indicating that the adopted
gravity, and derived metallicity and temperature are reasonable. Our derived effective temperatures agree within the errors with the independent analysis by Gaulme et al. (2016).
Since internal errors represent the precision of the measurements, and not the accuracy, we conservatively adopt
total uncertainties of 80 K for Teff and 0.1 dex for [Fe/H] to
allow for systematics when comparing to models later, and
experiment also with using either FeI or FeII for our [Fe/H]
estimate.

3

ECLIPSING BINARY ANALYSIS

To determine model independent stellar parameters we used
the JKTEBOP eclipsing binary code (Southworth et al.
2004) which is based on the EBOP program developed by
P. Etzel (Etzel 1981; Popper & Etzel 1981). We made use of
several features of the program that have been developed

Instrument

later. The most important are non-linear limb darkening
(Southworth et al. 2007), simultaneous fitting of the light
curve and the measured radial velocities (Southworth 2013),
and numerical integration (Southworth 2011). The latter is
needed due to the long integration time of Kepler long cadence photometry (24.9 minutes).
We fitted for the following parameters : Orbital period
P, first eclipse of the giant component TG , surface brightness
ratio J, sum of the relative radii r MS + r G , ratio of the radii
k = rrMS
, orbit inclination i, ecosω, esinω, semi-amplitudes
G
of the components KG and KMS and system velocity of the
components γG and γMS . We allow for two system velocities because the components and their analysis are affected
differently by gravitational redshift and convective blueshift
effects.
We used a quadratic limb darkening law with coefficients calculated using JKTLD (Southworth 2015) with tabulations for the K p bandpass by Sing (2010). We ran JKTEBOP iteratively, starting from first guesses and then using
Teff for the red giant from the spectral analysis with logg
fixed from the binary solution. A Teff estimate for the main
sequence component was obtained by reproducing the light
ratio for the K p passband from JKTEBOP using Planck
functions modified according to and the ratio of the radii k.
New limb darkening coefficients were then calculated using
these Teff and logg from the JKTEBOP solution.
Gravity darkening coefficients were taken from Claret &
Bloemen (2011) though large changes to these numbers had
negligible effects as expected for nearly spherical stars. The
same is true for reflection effects, which were calculated from
system geometry. Light contamination from other stars was
treated as third light and was fixed to the mean contamination of quarters 1-17 given on the MAST web-page, which
is 0.020, 0.000, and 0.003 for KIC7037405, KIC9540226, and
KIC9970396, respectively.
The optimal JKTEBOP solutions are compared to the
observed light curves and measured radial velocities in
Figs. 2 – 4. It is clear from the light curve O-C diagram,
that the residuals are dominated by the solar-like oscillations
rather than random errors. We therefore used the residualpermutation uncertainty estimation method of JKTEBOP
which accounts for correlated noise when estimating parameter uncertainties. The final parameters and their uncertainties are given in Table 3.
Our mass estimates are for all giants different by close
to or more than the one-sigma limits of the corresponding measurements by Gaulme et al. (2016). Specifically,
our mass values are different from those of Gaulme et al.
(2016) by −2σ, 1.25σ, and 0.96σ (their uncertainties) for
KIC7037405A, KIC9970396A, and KIC9540226A, respectively.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Table 2. Atmospheric parameters for the programme stars
Star
7037405A
9540226A
9970396A

Teff
[K]

logg
[cgs]

log(FeI /FeII )
[dex]

4500 ± 50
4680 ± 50
4860 ± 30

2.22
2.35
2.70

7.30 ± 0.02/7.23 ± 0.04
7.25 ± 0.02/7.27 ± 0.03
7.30 ± 0.02/7.15 ± 0.03

The RV O-C diagrams show our residuals as well as
those of Gaulme et al. (2016) when their RV measurements
are phased to our solution. In general our results are more
precise, which is not surprising given the higher resolution
of our spectra. However, a comparison of only the RVs of
the primary components seems to indicate the the study by
Gaulme et al. (2016) suffers from epoch to epoch RV zeropoint issues. Only the RVs for the secondary component of
KIC9540226 are the (O-C)s by Gaulme et al. (2016) comparable to ours. Indeed, this systems has the smallest light ratio
of the three. The main sequence star only contributes 2% of
the light, 3-4 times less than for the other two systems. This
makes the RV measurements much more sensitive to potential systematic error sources such as scattered sunlight and
incomplete subtraction of the giant component spectral lines
in the spectral separation process. Therefore, we manually
inspected the broadening functions for the main sequence
star and disregarded the RV measurement in cases where
the broadening function looked significantly asymmetric or
could not be reliably identified. This is the main reason that
our mass and radius estimates for KIC9540226 deviates from
our preliminary result in Brogaard et al. (2016) where in
hindsight the estimated 2% uncertainty on mass and radius
was too optimistic.
With more observations the mass and radius uncertainty for KIC9540226, as well as the other systems can be
further reduced. Not just because more measurements reduces the random error of the binary solution, but also because each spectrum contributes to the combined component
spectra that are subtracted from each of the individual spectra to calculate RVs in the spectral separation algorithm.
Therefore, each observed spectrum increases the S/N of the
RV calculation of all RVs of the given system. With enough
observations the combined separated spectrum of the main
sequence components could reach a high enough S/N that
they could also be used for Teff and metallicity measurements. This could potentially reveal atomic diffusion signals
through a comparison of the element abundances between
the main sequence and giant component.

4

CLASSICAL AGE ESTIMATES

The ages of the stars can be estimated by comparing our
measurements to isochrones. We adopted the isochrones
used in the PARAM grid described by Rodrigues et al.
(2017) in order to be able to do a direct comparison with ages
derived from grid based asteroseismic modeling. Fig. 5 shows
mass–radius and radius–Teff diagrams with our measurements compared to isochrones of different ages and metallicities. From such comparisons one can infer age estimates as
well as corresponding uncertainties. The isochrones shown
indicate that (1) the uncertainty in age due to uncertainty
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)

(No. of FeI / FeII lines)

[Fe/H]
[dex]

ξ
[km×s−1 ]

(37,16)
(67,22)
(79,24)

−0.27
−0.23
−0.35

1.4 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.1
1.2 ± 0.1

Figure 2. Binary Model fit to Kepler light curve (upper panels)
and radial velocities (lower panels) for KIC7037405. Red indicates
the giant component, blue the main sequence component. Filled
and open circles represent our radial velocity measurements of
the giant and main sequence star, respectively. Grey squares and
diamonds represent the measurements of Gaulme et al. (2016) for
the giant and main sequence star, respectively.

on radius estimates is negligible because the isochrones are
essentially vertical at the location of the giant components
in the mass–radius diagram, (2) the uncertainty in age due
to uncertainty in mass is about ±0.3 Gyr, and (3) the uncertainty in age due to metallicity is ±0.4 Gyr per ±0.1 [Fe/H].
If we conservatively adopt a ±0.1 dex uncertainty on [Fe/H]
then the total age uncertainty is ±0.5 Gyr for this particular model grid when adding the contribution from mass and
[Fe/H] in quadrature.
Two of the systems appear to be close in age. If using only the mass-radius diagram and the specific [Fe/H]
(based on FeII lines) measured for each system, KIC9970396
is 4.8 ± 0.5 Gyr and KIC7037405 is 5.4 ± 0.5 Gyr. For these
systems, the radius–Teff diagram supports that they actually
have different [Fe/H], as measured from FeII lines, lending
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Table 3. Properties of the eclipsing binaries.
Quantity

KIC7037405

KIC9540226

KIC9970396

RA
DEC (J2000)9
Kp

19 : 31 : 54.293
+42 : 32 : 51.65
11.875

19 : 48 : 08.158
+46 : 11 : 54.49
11.672

19 : 54 : 50.352
+46 : 49 : 58.91
11.447

Orbital period (days)
Reference time TRG
Inclination i (◦)
Eccentricity e (◦)
Periastron longitude ω
Sum of the fractional radii r MS + r RG
Ratio of the radii k
Surface brightness ratio J
L MS
L RG K p
KRG
KMS
semi-major axis a(R )
γ RG
γ MS
MassRG (M )
MassMS (M )
RadiusRG (M )
RadiusMS (M )
logg RG (cgs)
logg MS (cgs)

207.10849(95)
54988.3929(83)
88.469(62)
0.2364(26)
311.30(59)
0.08128(49)
0.12465(38)
3.672(25)
0.06219(13)
23.728(49)
25.00(21)
193.80(89)
−39.176(14)
−39.10(13)
1.170(20)
1.110(11)
14.000(93)
1.746(14)
2.2131(67)
3.9990(71)

175.44301(36)
55161.096(20)
89.43(0.37)
0.38782(24)
3.32(38)
0.07988(77)
0.07763(71)
3.175(68)
0.020607(98)
23.191(49)
31.90(40)
176.0(13)
−12.323(11)
−11.13(25)
1.378(38)
1.002(15)
13.06(16)
1.014(14)
2.345(10)
4.427(10)

235.29861(24)
55052.4477(35)
89.437(46)
0.1942(53)
314.2(15)
0.04405(45)
0.13799(85)
2.746(19)
0.056344(53)
20.971(58)
24.64(14)
207.92(73)
−15.978(16)
−15.592(55)
1.178(15)
1.0030(85)
8.035(74)
1.1089(52)
2.699(11)
4.3493(54)

0.0557(8)

0.0190(4)

0.0534(7)

0.0738(3)
4500 ± 80
6094 ± 138
−0.20 ± 0.02
−0.27 ± 0.05
−0.27 ± 0.10

0.02387(3)
4680 ± 80
6157 ± 131
−0.25 ± 0.02
−0.23 ± 0.03
−0.23 ± 0.10

0.0638(3)
4860 ± 80
6221 ± 125
−0.20 ± 0.02
−0.35 ± 0.03
−0.35 ± 0.10

(J2000)9

L MS
L RG bolometric
L MS
L RG V

Teff,RG
Teff,MS
[FeI/H]
[FeII/H]
[Fe/H]
9 From the KIC.

some support for this choice in Sect. 2.3.2. In fact, if we chose
to match the exact measurements of Teff while adjusting instead [Fe/H], we would obtain a larger difference in [Fe/H]
and ages of 4.6 ± 0.5 Gyr and 5.8 ± 0.5 Gyr for KIC9970396
and KIC7037405, respectively. However, the comparison of
classical and asteroseismic masses below might indicate that
the real Teff difference between these systems is smaller than
measured, in which case they might be very close to co-eval
with nearly identical [Fe/H] as well, in agreement with what
was found from the FeI lines. We give these three different
age estimates in Table 4 along with the best age estimates
of KIC9540226. This system is younger than the other two
systems, 3.1 ± 0.6 Gyr at the measured metallicity where
there is also close agreement with the measured Teff .

5

THE ACCURACY OF ASTEROSEISMIC
ESTIMATES OF MASS, RADIUS, AND AGE

Having obtained accurate high precision classical measurements of mass, radius, and Teff puts us in a position to test
the accuracy of the asteroseismic predictions. For this exercise we adopt the asteroseismic measurements of ∆ν and
νmax by Gaulme et al. (2016). Numbers that demonstrate
the following conclusions are given in Table 4. First, using the asteroseismic scaling relations in their raw form (i.e.

Eqn. 3 and Eqn. 4 with f ∆ν = 1 and f ν max = 1), we find
that the masses and radii are significantly overestimated, a
result that has been demonstrated in many other cases by
now (e.g. Brogaard et al. 2012, 2015, 2016; Frandsen et al.
2013; Sandquist et al. 2013; Gaulme et al. 2016; Miglio et al.
2016). Next, using the theoretically predicted corrections to
∆ν, f ∆ν from Rodrigues et al. (2017), reproduced in Fig. 6 for
[Fe/H]= −0.25, at the measured νmax and the masses measured in the binary analysis, and assuming f ν max = 1, lower
asteroseismic numbers are obtained for mass and radius, now
in agreement with the classical estimates within the uncertainties. If the same procedure is followed while finding f ∆ν
from the measured Teff (in Fig. 6), a slightly larger f ∆ν (by
∼ 0.001 − 0.002) and thus a slightly larger mass and radius
is found.
Overall, we find that the asteroseismic scaling relations
are in agreement with the classically measured masses and
radii when they include theoretically calculated correction
factors f ∆ν according to Rodrigues et al. (2017). Thus, at
least at [Fe/H]∼ −0.25, such a procedure seems to provide
asteroseismic mass and radius estimates that are accurate
to within the asteroseismic precision level of the three stars
studies here (∼ 4% for mass and ∼ 1.5% for radius).
If we trust the theoretical predictions for f ∆ν , we can use
the comparison between classical and asteroseismic masses
and radii to put limits on f ν max which we so far assumed
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Table 4. Measurements of the red giants.
Quantity

KIC7037405A

KIC9970396A

KIC9540226A

ν max
∆ν 1
f ∆ν correction factor2
fν max from mass
fν max from radius

21.75 ± 0.14
2.792 ± 0.012
0.964
0.988
0.963

63.70 ± 0.16
6.320 ± 0.010
0.970
1.018
1.009

27.07 ± 0.15
3.216 ± 0.013
0.967
0.987
0.993

Massdyn (M )
Massseis−raw (M )
Massseis−corr (M ) 2
MassPARAM,[FeII/H]
MassPARAM,[FeI/H]

1.170(20)
1.307 ± 0.049
1.128 ± 0.042
1.156+0.040
−0.045
1.127+0.042
−0.036

1.178(15)
1.40 ± 0.037
1.242 ± 0.033
1.264+0.034
−0.017
1.204+0.020
−0.016

1.378(38)
1.567 ± 0.046
1.370 ± 0.040
1.309+0.048
−0.044
1.329+0.043
−0.048

Radiusdyn (R )
Radiusseis−raw (R )
Radiusseis−corr (R ) 2
RadiusPARAM,[FeII/H]
RadiusPARAM,[FeI/H]

14.000(93)
14.50 ± 0.20
13.48 ± 0.19
13.46+0.20
−0.23
13.31+0.21
−0.18

8.035(74)
8.614 ± 0.079
8.106 ± 0.074
8.10+0.09
−0.07
7.94+0.07
−0.06

13.06(16)
14.02 ± 0.16
13.11 ± 0.15
12.79+0.21
−0.20
12.87+0.19
−0.20

5.38+1.03
−0.70
6.28+0.89
−0.91
5.4 ± 0.5
5.8 ± 0.5
5.7 ± 0.5

3.64+0.16
−0.30
4.86+0.30
−0.38
4.8 ± 0.5
4.6 ± 0.5
5.4 ± 0.5

3.58+0.50
−0.48
3.32+0.54
−0.38
3.1 ± 0.6
2.9 ± 0.6
3.0 ± 0.6

1

AgePARAM,[FeII/H] (Gyr)
AgePARAM,[FeI/H] (Gyr)
Agedyn,FeII (Gyr)
Agedyn,Teff (Gyr)
Agedyn,FeI (Gyr)

1 Adopted from Gaulme et al. (2016).
2 Correction to ∆ν according to Rodrigues et al. (2017) assuming RGB stars with [Fe/H]=-0.25

and the dynamical masses.

Figure 3. As Fig. 2, but for KIC9540226.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 2, but for KIC9970396.
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to be 1. But before we begin this exercise, we note that
the differences between classical and asteroseismic measures
are already within the expectations according to the uncertainties when f ν max = 1 and therefore we need more precise
measurements for a larger sample of stars, preferably with
a range of parameters including [Fe/H], in order to obtain
robust indications of any potential variation of f ν max with
stellar parameters.
The numbers for f ν max required for exact agreement between asteroseismic and classical measures of mass and radius are given in Table 4. As seen, there is no indication of a
trend, since one star prefers f ν max greater than one while the
other two prefer f ν max smaller than one. The predictions of
the recent work by Viani et al. (2017) suggest a Teff dependent f ν max at a given [Fe/H], for [Fe/H]= −0.25 being ∼ 0.990
at 4500 K and ∼ 0.999 at ∼ 4700 K (inferred by inverting
the mass in their fig. 11). If multiplied by a factor > 1.001 to
make the latter number larger than one, which can easily be
accommodated by e.g. the uncertainty in νmax or Teff , the
errors due to f ν max suggested by Viani et al. (2017) would
actually improve the self-consistency in our study. However,
not only are we already working within uncertainty level,
but this part of the predicted f ν max is also not accounted for
in the proposed improvement of the νmax scaling by Viani
et al. (2017) (compare left and right panel of their fig. 11 for
[Fe/H]= −0.25).
We also employed the PARAM code da Silva et al.
(2006); Rodrigues et al. (2014) for grid based asteroseismic
modeling. The results are seen in Table 4. These are again in
agreement with the binary measurements for mass and radius, and give in addition an age estimate corresponding to
the adopted physics of the underlying stellar models. While
the age estimates from PARAM are consistent with those
from the eclipsing binary analysis, the predicted age difference between KIC7037405 and KIC9970396 from PARAM is
much larger and much more uncertain than in the classical
analysis, as reflected by the numbers.

6

Figure 5. Mass–radius and radius–Teff diagrams with measurements of the eclipsing binary components compared to isochrones
of different ages and metallicities as indicated by the legend in the
second panel.

EXTENSION TO A LARGER SAMPLE.

Gaulme et al. (2016) presented a larger sample of 10 red
giant stars with masses and radii measured from eclipsing
binary analysis of SB2 systems1 , including the three measured in the present study. Fig. 7 shows a mass–radius diagram of these measurements (open squares). Also plotted
are our dynamical measurements for the three systems (large
solid squares) we studied in the present work and asteroseimic estimates for all systems. The asteroseismic masses
and radii were calculated using ∆ν, νmax , and evolutionary
status (RGB or Core-He-burning; they are all RGB, except
for KIC KIC9246715A) from Gaulme et al. (2016) and asteroseismic scaling relations with f ∆ν determined from the
theoretical predictions by Rodrigues et al. (2017) using (1)
νmax as the reference (triangles) and, alternatively (2) using
Teff as the reference (diamonds) and (3) using observed Teff
values reduced by 100 K and νmax as the reference (crosses).
We return to these different choices below. We adopted Teff
1

Measurements for two of the systems were adopted by Gaulme
et al. (2016) from the studies of Frandsen et al. (2013) and Rawls
et al. (2016).
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 6. Upper panels: Theoretically predicted f ∆ν for
[Fe/H]=−0.25 and different masses as a function of ν max and Teff .
Lower panel: Theoretically predicted f ∆ν for [Fe/H]=0.0 and different masses as a function of Teff .
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from Gaulme et al. (2016), except for the three systems of
the present study where we use our Teff estimates.
We notice the same general trend as reported by
Gaulme et al. (2016) that the asteroseismic measures seem
to be overestimated, with the same few exceptions that were
found but not emphasized by Gaulme et al. (2016). By employing our dynamical measures (big solid squares in Fig. 7),
the only star that showed the opposite trend (dynamical estimates larger than asteroseismic estimates) in the study by
Gaulme et al. (2016), KIC7037405A, now shows agreement
between dynamical and asteroseismic estimates. As for the
other two stars in the present study, the difference to the
Gaulme et al. (2016) measurements are a little more than
1σ for mass and less than 1σ for radius (their uncertainties),
decreasing the tension with the asteroseismic measures for
KIC9970396, while for KIC9540226 agreement with the asteroseismic estimates remains well within 1σ.
For KIC10001167A it is useful to make a comparison to
stars in the globular cluster 47 Tucanae (47 Tuc; NGC104)
given that it has similar metallicity ([Fe/H]∼ −0.7, compare
Gaulme et al. 2016 and Brogaard et al. 2017). Since the
globular clusters are almost always found to be as old or
older than field stars at similar metallicity, KIC10001167A
would be expected to have an age equal to or younger than
47 Tuc. A comparison to the turn-off mass of 47 Tuc determined from the eclipsing member V69 (Thompson et al.
2010), extrapolated to the giant phase via isochrones (Brogaard et al. 2017) would then suggest a mass of & 0.90M
for KIC10001167A, about 2σ larger than the 0.81 ± 0.05M
measured by Gaulme et al. (2016). Indeed, if their low mass
of 0.81M is correct, the corresponding age of this star would
be larger than the presently established age of the Universe.
This problem could be avoided if the star is an AGB star
that experienced mass-loss on the RGB. However, we also
note that the Teff measured by Gaulme et al. (2016) for
KIC10001167B, the main sequence star in this binary, is
very much (∼ 6σ) larger than would be expected for their
measure of a 0.79 ± 0.03M star on the main sequence. This
suggests that the true mass of KIC10001167B is larger, and
since dynamical mass estimates of the two components of
a binary system correlate strongly, this also indicates that
the mass of KIC10001167A is larger than the dynamical
measure. Furthermore, if KIC10001167A is an AGB star
then f ∆ν is ∼ 1.005 instead of ∼ 0.957 and thus the seismic mass and radius would be ∼ 22 % larger than shown
in Fig. 7 thus causing a much larger disagreement with the
dynamical estimates. We take this as strong indications that
KIC10001167A is an RGB star with a true mass & 0.90M
and thus in agreement with the asteroseismic estimate at
the 1σ level (see Fig. 7).
After these introductory considerations the general picture that remains is that for some giants the asteroseismic
scaling relations predict higher values than the dynamical
estimates while for other giants the dynamical and asteroseismic estimates are in agreement. The asteroseismic scaling estimates are in no cases lower than the dynamical estimates. The considerations above for KIC10001167A and
comparisons of our dynamical estimates to those of Gaulme
et al. (2016) (showing differences of 2σ, 1.25σ, and 0.96σ,
their uncertainties) suggests that the measures of Gaulme
et al. (2016) could be off by enough to account for the discrepancy with the asteroseismic scaling relations in some
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Figure 7. Comparisons between dynamical and asteroseismic mass and radius estimates for 10 red giant stars in SB2 eclipsing binary
systems. Open circles are estimates based on the simple asteroseismic scaling relations with f ∆ν = fν max = 1. Triangles represent scaling
estimates with f ∆ν from Rodrigues et al. (2017) using ν max as a reference, small crosses are the same, but with the observed Teff reduced
by 100 K, while diamonds are the same corrections but using Teff as the reference. Open squares are the dynamical eclipsing binary
measurements from Gaulme et al. (2016). Big solid squares are the dynamical eclipsing binary measurements from this paper.

cases, but there is no good reason that this should result in
the seemingly systematic nature of the differences. Therefore it makes sense to investigate the issue further, although
measurements of higher precision will eventually make conclusions easier.
We can gain some insights into the cause of the tension
between dynamical and asteroseismic measurements. First,

by comparing the asteroseismic scaling values using either
νmax or Teff as the reference to obtain f ∆ν (Fig. 7; triangles and diamonds, respectively), it becomes evident that
these have the largest differences for the stars that also have
the largest differences between the dynamical and asteroseismic estimates. What this means is that the measured
set of parameters (∆ν, νmax , Teff , [Fe/H]) for these stars are
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 8. As Fig. 7 but including PARAM grid modeling results represented by circles. Solid circles using all constraints, crosses without
using Teff as a constraint. Other symbols shown are defined as in Fig. 7. For KIC7037405A, KIC9540226A, and KIC9970396A we used
our [Fe/H] and Teff values.

not consistent with a single stellar model in the grid used to
generate the corrections when enforcing the dynamical mass.
Unfortunately, this does not reveal whether the problem relates to the dynamical mass, Teff , [Fe/H], ∆ν, νmax or the
stellar models used to obtain f ∆ν . However, having more
stars at similar metallicities does allow inter-comparisons
between systems that indicate Teff as the problematic parameter in some cases; KIC7377422A has a metallicity very
close to that of the three stars in our sample. Although the
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)

asteroseismic numbers are very uncertain for this star, it
shows the same trend as the overall sample that the asteroseismic values are larger than the dynamical estimates.
However, the Teff of KIC7377422A is 4938 ± 110 according to
Gaulme et al. (2016), while comparisons to KIC7037405A
and KIC9970396A in Fig. 7 suggests that it should be between their effective temperatures of 4860 − 4500 K and
closer to the former than the latter. Fig. 7 shows that if one
adopts a Teff lower by 100 K then nearly exact agreement
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between dynamical and asteroseismic numbers are reached.
A similar conclusion can be made regarding the Teff of
KIC8430105 although here one will have to estimate how Teff
changes with metallicity since this star has [Fe/H]∼ −0.49.
For KIC8410637 comparisons to very similar stars in the
open cluster NGC6819 (Handberg et al. 2017) suggests that
the observed Teff is too high.
KIC9246715A, measured by Rawls et al. (2016), allows an interesting observation. This star is in the core-Heburning phase according to the asteroseismic period spacing
of mixed modes (Rawls et al. 2016). However, when looking
to find the predicted f ∆ν at the measured [Fe/H] = 0.0 in
the lower panel of Fig. 6, there are apparently no core-Heburning stars at the measured Teff of this star. This suggests
that either the measured Teff is too hot or the temperature
scale of the stellar evolution models used to calculate f ∆ν
is too cool. The measured Teff = 5030 ± 45 (Rawls et al.
2016) is in very good agreement with core-He-burning stars
in the open cluster NGC6811 that have very similar metallicity, Teff (Molenda-Żakowicz et al. 2014) and asteroseismic
parameters (Arentoft et al. 2017). In the study by Arentoft
et al. (2017), the models compared to the observations are
actually on the hot side of the measured observations, illustrating that it is not unusual to have Teff differences at the
200 K level between predictions from different models of giant stars. In Fig. 7, it can be seen that lowering the observed
Teff by 100 K, equivalent to increasing the model Teff by 100
K provides a self-consistent solutions for KIC9246715A.
In summary, we find that the apparent inconsistency
between dynamical and asteroseismic scaling estimates is
smaller when using νmax to find f ∆ν rather than Teff . This
suggests that a significant part of the discrepancy arises due
to measurement errors in Teff , which cause biases in the as3/2
1/2
teroseismic scaling results by the direct Teff
and Teff
effects
on mass and radius but also propagate into errors in f ∆ν
when using Teff as a reference. The latter effect can be larger
than the first but is not accounted for in uncertainty estimates using asteroseismic scaling relations. There are in fact
good reasons to suspect that Teff of the binary sample measured by Gaulme et al. (2016) is significantly overestimated
for some stars. The way Teff was measured in that study ignored the continuum contribution from the secondary stars,
which makes the lines appear weaker, potentially mimicking
a higher temperature. The stars that we re-measured taking
into account the light ratio were found cooler, though only
by 56, 16, and 12 K. However, the light ratio and therefore
the potential overestimate of Teff is larger for the two stars
with largest discrepancy between dynamical and asteroseismic measures, KIC5786154A and KIC4663623A, than any
of the three giants in our sample. We also note that the
spectroscopic logg values reported by Gaulme et al. (2016)
for these two stars are larger than the dynamical and asteroseismic logg measurements by 0.25 and 0.5 dex, suggesting
potential issues with the spectroscopic analysis.
It is also very likely that the model Teff scale of Rodrigues et al. (2017) is too cool. In fact, given the significant
difference between different model sets we know that for
some of the models the Teff scale must be wrong. There are
however several ways to change the model Teff of giant stars
and therefore is not possible to solve the issue without further observations. Possible, but not exhaustive possibilities
include the inclusion of diffusion in the models, adjustments

of the abundance pattern of the model – in particular to
take into account the [α/Fe] variations with [Fe/H] that we
know observationally is there, but are not currently taken
into account in the models, potential variations in the efficiency of convection with stellar parameters implemented
via the so-called mixing length parameter, and inaccuracies
in the modeling of the surface boundary condition.
It would be tempting to include the f ν max correction
suggested by Viani et al. (2017) since that has a strong
metallicity dependence and thus could lessen the tension for
KIC4663623 and KIC5786154. However, it would also make
the situation worse for the metal-poor KIC8430105A where
the Viani et al. (2017) f ν max would work in the wrong direction, and the metal-rich stars KIC9246715A that was already in agreement with a model Teff shift, and KIC8410637
which would also be in agreement if the Teff is adjusted according to very similar stars in NGC6819 (Handberg et al.
2017). Since our sample of three stars, which have the highest measurement precision of the dynamical estimates, are in
agreement for f ν max = 1, it is also not a likely option to shift
the overall agreement for the larger sample by increasing the
zero-point of f ν max or alternatively the solar reference νmax .
Therefore, we need more – and more precise – empirical data
to establish f ν max and f ∆ν .
6.1

Grid modeling

The next natural step after using the scaling relations is to
do grid based modeling. We used PARAM with the stellar
parameters from Gaulme et al. (2016), except for Teff and
[Fe/H] of our subsample, where we used our measurements.
Fig. 8 shows the comparison of PARAM output masses and
radii to the dynamical and scaling relation estimates.
PARAM was run in different ways to investigate the
consequences. Solid circles represent runs including the full
set of observables ∆ν, νmax , Teff , [Fe/H] and their uncertainties as constraints whereas crosses represent runs that did
not use Teff as a constraint.
As seen, for all RGB stars the grid modeling values
agrees within 1σ mutual errorbars with the values from the
scaling relations with νmax as the reference to obtain f ∆ν . By
comparing the different results it is evident that the Teff sensitivity is quite different for the different stars. For example,
for KIC8410637 it is clear that the grid prefers a lower Teff ,
perhaps even lower than it should be, given that the results
without the Teff constraint are lower than the dynamical estimates.
Overall, there is no clear trend that the PARAM results are more accurate than the corrected asteroseismic
scaling results. More precise measurements of more systems
are needed to investigate this.

7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND
OUTLOOK

We measured precise properties of stars in the three eclipsing
binary systems KIC7037405, KIC9540226, and KIC9970396,
finding for the giant components their masses to a precision
of 1.7%, 2.8%, and 1.3%, and their radii to a precision of
0.7%, 1.2%, and 0.9%. Using logg from these measurements
with the disentangled spectra of the giant components we
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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also determined their Teff and [Fe/H]. Combining all these
classical precision measurements we estimated the ages of
the three binary systems to be 5.3±0.5, 3.1±0.6, and 4.8±0.5
Gyr for the adopted stellar model physics.
The classical measurements of the giant stars were compared to measurements of mass, radius, and age using asteroseismic scaling relations and asteroseismic grid modeling. We
found general agreement, and no indications of systematic
differences at the precision level of the asteroseismic measurements when theoretical correction factors f ∆ν are taken
into account. An extension of comparisons to the larger sample of SB2 eclipsing binary stars studies by Gaulme et al.
(2016) strongly suggests that the apparent overestimate of
mass from the asteroseismic scaling relations in that study
is at least partly due to a combination of the following factors: (1) too low precision on the dynamical measurements
assumed to be the true values, (2) systematic overestimates
of measured Teff values potentially connected to the neglect
of the continuum contribution of the secondary components
of the binary systems. However, we cannot rule out that the
observed Teff scale is in general slightly too high or that the
model Teff could be too cool, both of which would affect f ∆ν
to reduce asteroseismic masses and radii. We found no indication that f ν max should be different from 1 from our sample
of three stars. These have higher precision on the dynamical
measurements than the larger sample, which suggests that
it is not a viable option to shift the overall agreement for
the larger sample by increasing the zero-point of f ν max or
alternatively the solar νmax .
In order to make progress and establish and improve
the accuracy level of asteroseismology of giant stars across
mass, radius and metallicity, we need to (1) improve the precision of the classical parameters of the known sample and
(2) increase the sample with precision measurements significantly to span a large range of stellar parameters. Both can
be achieved by detailed observations and analysis of known
Kepler targets as in the present paper, extended also to new
targets found by K2 and by the upcoming surveys TESS and
PLATO. Once Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) delivers
accurate distances to these systems the observed Teff scale
can be constrained for bright targets to a level where the
stellar model temperature scale can also be challenged. With
enough observations it will be possible to reach a S/N level
for the separated secondary components that would allow
direct Teff estimates of these. Since stellar models respond
quite differently to changes in model physics for the main
sequence and red giant phases, this will provide means to
distinguish between potential ways of adjusting the model
Teff scale.
In the longer term the development of asteroseismology
will be to make use of individual mode frequencies instead
of just the average asteroseismic parameters ∆ν and νmax .
That should allow increased precision of the measurements
(Miglio et al. 2017), but calibration stars with precise, accurate and independent measurements will still be needed
to establish also accuracy. Therefore, we strongly encourage continued efforts to find and measure as many detached
eclipsing binary stars with potential to do asteroseismology
as possible.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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